Beloved God I Am, in Continuation of the Inspiration offered by Priya today can you
please elaborate for me the core Wisdom that she has touched within herself. I desire to
touch this Wisdom from my own experience please! God Bless Priya for her courage to
open her heart to touch the Essence of Her Vulnerability. God Bless You for Being My
Life!
Dear Heart, this Realization is the Surrender which is beyond the comprehension of all
the languages and theologies of your world, beyond all that can be spoken or uttered, yet
not beyond what can be known, felt, realized and lived! For in Surrender you look upon
a Perfectly Harmless World, whether it seems to be outside of the body or within the
body-mind itself. You look upon the comings and goings of the world and you find that
all things are, of themselves, perfectly empty. You look within and discover that no longer
you need to obstruct anything from the conscious mind, from your awareness, what the
body-mind has experienced from the moment of its conception. No longer is there an
obstruction to the flow of experience.
No longer is there a self-seeking God. Where and when that self has been Surrendered,
the mind awakens to the Simple Reality that there is only God. And You Are That One.
As you seek to find words to communicate to yourself, or perhaps to another, the Great
Wonder, the Great Mystery, the Great Truth, the Great Simplicity of Awakening into
True Knowledge, you will strive to find a way to communicate, as I have tried to find ways
to communicate with you. You will seek to communicate to your Brothers and Sisters
that there is only God. And yet, there is the Power of the Mind to perceive yourself as
the created, which in Truth You Are. For God Gives Rise to God, looking back upon
Him/Herself.
The Mystery of Pure Content gives rise to temporary form in order that Pure Mystery
might be apprehended. You Are, then, the very process whereby that One, who alone is
without a second, creates the temporary form through which that One apprehends and
Knows Itself. You are that One that is the Perfect Effect of Mystery that would pour
forth of itself and make visible what was invisible, to birth through time and form that
which cannot be contained within it. For Love is unfathomable. You cannot control it.
Love is vast beyond all measure. You cannot contain it. Love cannot be possessed. It
can only be allowed.

Therefore, indeed, Beloved One, the very keys whereby once you used the Power of your
own Mind to create the illusion of a separate self are the very keys utilized by your own
Mind to awaken you to the Truth that you have never been. There is only and always this
mysterious moment. And All things have been birthed from Perfect Mystery. The
Awakened Mind, Awakened from false arrogance, looks upon all things and says: ‘I Am

That One’.
Yet, no trace of separation or duality exists, for you are not apart from all things that are
arising, the wind that blows through the trees, the wisps of a cold winter rain, the warmth
of the sun upon the skin of the body, the embrace of a lover, or the laughter of a child.
The Awakened Mind that abides in Perfect Knowing no longer obstructs perception,
feeling, the flow of thought, or the flow of experience. It no longer looks to see how it
can make things different than they are. It looks only, and lives from, what it most truly
wants: Simply to abide in its own Nature and to allow Life to Flow from that Nature,
dancing in the infinite myriad displays of form.
What then, is required for True Knowledge to exist? What is indeed required to abide in
The Way of Knowing? To fully accept that; Not one trace of your seeking has ever
brought you closer to Reality. Not one modality has ever held the power to bring you
closer to God. And that never could it have ever been truly possible for you to make
progress toward the Consciousness of God. For all the while, you have been the One you
are seeking, pretending to be a seeker.
And for what reason have you entertained the thought of separation? The reason is simply
this: TO DO IT. For the Mind of God does not deny any possibility, for it sees nothing
that can obstruct the Purity of Its Own Nature. Forever God abides within Him/Herself,
Infinite, Vast, Radiant, and Silent, the Infinite Field of Pure Knowledge, Pure Intelligence,
out of which all things and all possibilities arise. This is why I once said unto you:

“You have never looked upon another, for you see only your Self.”
You are free to judge yourself by judging your Brother or Sister and, thereby, create a form
of experience. But even that form of experience is only the Perfect Reality of God. And
that is what you are! What then, requires true knowledge? GOD DOES! From the very
moment that you first had the thought, “I want God”, even that thought has appeared
within the field of what you believe is your limited awareness as a limited body-mind,
racked by fear and doubt and guilt and all of the rest. All of it is illusion. That thought
of wanting God, the moment in which your journey home began, that thought is the

Presence of God Awakening Itself to that which has never been lost. God is what requires
True Knowledge.
The thirst that you have felt for God is God’s thirst for Him/Herself. You are literally
the Field of Awareness of God in which God has awareness of Himself because you are
the power of God. And only by that power have you ever been able to be aware of
something that has appeared to be other than God. For even fear rests in Love. Even fear,
contraction, and the dream of separation requires Love. For Love allows all things, trusts
all things, embraces all things, and therefore, transcends all things.
In what you might still wish to perceive to be your “own experience”, as though it were
separate and apart from your Brothers and Sisters, as though it were separate and apart
from the twinkling of the stars, and the dance of the sunlight upon the water, and the
thought in the brilliant mind of a scientist, and the cry of a new born child, even if you
wish, yet, to maintain that you have something called “private experience”, that private
experience has required the Presence of God. Every thought you have ever held has existed
only because Love has allowed it!
You Have the Power to Awaken to Your True Nature Now. Have you suffered because
God has chosen it? Not at all, for in Truth, and please listen carefully, suffering does
not exist. Only the Reality of Love can exist. You are that One with the Power to be
Awakened to your True Nature, right here, right now! Indeed, only when you have given
up attachment to the modalities, the meditations, the prayers, the theologies, the
textbooks, only when you have given up attachment to all form and “merely make the

decision to abide in the Simple Knowledge that you are that One, only then does
Knowledge permeate your Awareness”.
If there was something you had to do to get to God, then God is apart from where you
are. Yet it is the very Love of Pure Consciousness that gives you the Power to perceive
that there is something you must do to get to God. Therefore, God is always Present. If
there was truly some form of meditation that could enlighten you, it would mean that you
were truly apart from God at some point. But it is not possible for That One to be
separate from Itself.
Allow, then, the mind to rest in the simplicity that what is True has been True Always,
and that where you abide you are merely the manifestation of That One showing up as a
man or a woman. In True Knowledge, in Genuine True Knowledge, which exists here
now and cannot be gotten tomorrow, there is only the Pure Simplicity of the moment that
is arising looked upon with Perfect Innocence. In True Knowledge there is Perfect Peace.

In True Knowledge one merely abides awake, witnessing the play and display of
phenomena which is, indeed, arising only within that One Mind that the Sonship IS.
I have said often to you that you cannot truly make a wrong turn, and no one has ever
made a wrong turn in his or her journey. How could this be possible in the field of Pure
Love that is God? Only Love is Real.
You have allowed yourself, as God, to formulate shapes of experience merely to experience
it. Every tear that you have cried, every loss that you have felt is yet only God choosing
to have the experience. You have remained Eternally Free in each moment to choose again.
And indeed, you will choose again without end. For there is not a time” that God will
cease To Be. For if God could cease To Be, then God is not God, for there would need
to be a Field of Energy in which non-being could exist.
The Mind that is Awakened Serves only the ‘I AM’ Presence, and the ‘I AM’ Presence is
merely Right-Mindedness. And what is Right-Mindedness if not True Knowledge? The
Way of Knowing, then, is a way of unobstructed feeling, unobstructed allowance, not only
of what is around you, but what is arising from within you. The Work that I do
Communicating this Communique is not done because someone else is requiring Me to
do it. It arises within the field of the Mind of God that is the Essence of all that ‘I AM’
as The Christ. It arises, is witnessed and allowed by Me, indeed by anyone who asks for
Me! And therefore, the work is done.
This is no different than what you experience in your moment-to-moment experience.
When you watch a raindrop fall and touch the window through which you look, you have
utilized and Are the Presence of the Power of Awareness that is no different than that
which pervades Me and through which this Communication is Manifesting. All that is
taking place in all attempts to awaken the Sonship is that that One is speaking to Itself.
It speaks of Awakening because another aspect of Itself, another wave from the ocean, is
yet pretending that it has truly caused itself to lose awareness. Do you Truly feel that You
are not speaking to you! I Know You Know We Are One, so why on Earth would you
or anyone, indeed how could anyone in their Rightful Mind, ever believe they live a life
with two minds, when God is One Mind, One Heart and One Stream of God Life! When
humanity Knows the Reality of what One Heart, Mind and God Life Is, Everything in
those Individualized Expressions of God Life would come together in One heart and One
Mind.
Look around you, Beloved Heart. Once I asked you to consider for a moment that you
do not know what a single thing is, or what it is for. I did this because at that time you

believed that you were separate from Me, and that your judgments and perceptions and
definitions of things, had a reality outside of your Higher Mind. Therefore, I asked of
you, “Look around in perfect humility, for you do not know what a single thing is, or
what it is used for”. For if you look upon a Brother or Sister and see them as separate
from yourself, someone from which something can be acquired or given, for you to receive
or give away in your journey, you have Truly not Known who or what your Brother or
Sister is for.
This is the only thing that your Brother or Sister can be for; to be that which God looks
upon and sees only Him/Herself. A Brother or Sister is in the Field of Awareness you
have learned to call your own for one reason, to be Loved, to be Celebrated, and To Be
United with to Create and Extend the Good, the Holy, and the Beautiful Of God Life.
Does this mean that if you look upon another that they ought to get it? Not at all, for
that One that You Are, manifesting through them may very well choose, in its Infinite,
Perfect Freedom, to remain wholly insane. And so what? That is simply “free will” at
play!
Nothing can prevent you from Looking with Love and allowing the play and display of
form to continue its dance of birth and death, joining and distancing, creating and
dissolution. All things that can be experienced must finally be allowed to Flow without
obstruction within your mind. Birth gives rise to death, and death gives rise to birth in a
ceaseless display, not of something struggling for life, but as Life Itself.
The Reality of All That You Are, remains utterly Changeless and Pure. You Are, as the
sky through which all clouds dance and play. Your literal moment-to-moment experience,
even in the moment when you think you are only a separate self that is going into a less
than God place tomorrow, because of decisions made yesterday, even that can be allowed,
can be trusted, can be appreciated, can be witnessed from the spaciousness of the sky that
can Embrace each cloud from a place of Perfect Knowing. So stop beating yourself up
because you think you have done something wrong, not achieved a goal yet to date, not
doing enough to be of Service to the World and God, stop telling yourself you are less
than You Are: for these are only things held in separation. Become the Observer not the
victim, and you will see all this with Greater Clarity.
There can be no Greater Joy than to arrive in each moment with NOTHING to be
acquired, NOTHING to be accomplished, and NOTHING to be resisted. When
resistance has been released, through the Simple choice to release it, you will discover and
KNOW that all along, in Reality, there IS ONLY EVER GOD! You Are That God
Life; NOTHING less!

So you see Dear One, Your Dear Sister has exposed the depth of something you yourself
needed to become aware of, and it was through you that she too saw something that she
needed to become aware of, so in Unity Consciousness a dance has manifested and in that
Expression of Form an awareness needed is now Knowledge whereby Wisdom can
generate to bring about a New Freedom! All Is God and The Freedom everyone desires
is simply the awareness of awakening the Love Within and Through Another! Brother
and Sister, Sky and Cloud, Land and Water, Lower and Higher Mind! You and Me!
Nothing to be resisted, just shared In Love! And So It Is!

